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 The presence of metal in Akko is overwhelming yet the age, quality and exact quantity is unknown.  As the city ages a general desire for that which 

is sleek and modern overpowers the inclination to conserve that which is historical.  Given this need for conservation we undertook the project of document-

ing and understanding the iron in the city in which we live.  Relevant to our study of the presence of Iron in the Old City of Akko is the knowledge of what 

makes an iron implement the equal of or superior to something similar in bronze given that we understand Israel’s history in terms of it’s progression through 

the various Bronze periods to the existing Iron Ages.  What prompted the change and why have we established a clear preference for iron? Iron is not as 

strong as bronze but it becomes stronger through carburization, the absorption of carbon into the metal, thereby creating an alloy.  Indeed we understand that 

there is clear evidence that, in Palestine, the three hundred years following 1200 B.C. were crucial in the development of effective ironworking.  Our re-

search, however, has led us to an impasse in our understanding of from whence this iron came.   

 ‘Crusader’ – the popular label used to describe anything or anyone connected to the Frankish presence in the East…included a minority of nobles 

and a large class of burgesses consisting of shopkeepers and artisans, many of whom were probably of peasant origin.   It was in 1104 that the Franks cap-

tured Akko and, in this, we learn that given its location as a port city, it was surely one of the priorities of the Franks after their occupation of Jerusalem.  It is 

here that we begin our study of the changes in metallurgy as brought on by the occupation of the Franks.  Frankish metalwork ranges from both important and 

minor works of art to souvenirs attractive to pilgrims.   
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As can be expected these items were products of both goldsmiths as well as various other metalworkers in Jerusalem, Akko and elsewhere.  Additionally, 

“smithies” who could be found in every settlement produced utilitarian objects such as tools and sundry household items.  Particularly relevant to our exami-

nation of metal is the Franks conversion of the Dome of the Rock into a church make the alterations.  They placed an iron grille around the rock, which was 

formed of eight parts consisting of panels of spirals held together by rings and supported by spikes crowned with fleur-de-leys.   We keep our attention on this 

style, with special attention given to the rings which held the panels together as it reoccurs in our documentation of Akko, as well as in the Ottoman architec-

tural metal which follows chronologically.   

 However, not entirely in keeping with the themes of the Crusader metalwork are the floral motifs and arabesques often found on banisters.  Rather 

these styles are more akin to that of the Ottoman period.  There is an abundance of vegetal, particularly floral, motifs that is striking among the decorative 

motifs used in their metalwork.    In 1939 the geometric, horizontal arrangement of [one] block, accentuated with a pattern of vertical glazing and flagposts, a 

circular window, and metal railings on the upper-level balconies, gave a distinctly modern aesthetic to this structure.  Further, we learn that flat roofs, rounded 

corners and projections, wide terraces, cantilevers, and metal railings were the main features.   As a general sum of Ottoman architecture we can say that most 

of the buildings were conceived as simple, undecorated geometric volumes with details such as metal railings and semi-circular windows. 

 Economics tells us that scarcity or abundance drives demand and price.  Iron is not only both abundant and cheap but the utensils and tools from it 

were sharper than copper alloys as well.  This explains the reasons behind the iron in Akko although the question as to from whence it came is yet to be an-

swered.   
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The dominance of cantilevers (an unbraced projection anchored only at one end), parapets (a low retaining wall at the edge of a roof, porch or terrace), brack-

eting and balustrades in Ottoman architecture has been both addressed in this discourse as well as documented in the following inventory.  However, in our 

study of the creation of metalwork during the Crusader period we learn that most of the metalwork manufactured in the Latin East was of a utilitarian nature.  

Indeed blacksmiths spent the majority of their time manufacturing spikes, nails, tools and other items, above all horseshoes.  These, too, are abundantly pre-

sent in homes and public buildings in Old Akko and, fortunately, Boas has supplied a diagram of conventional Crusader elements, which is included in our 

appendix.  It is here that we encountered problems in our understanding of the origins of the metal.  Surely, we thought, this iron is far too new to be anything 

other than Ottoman; Crusader metal could not have faired so well under the weather conditions of Akko.  Yet we ask you to turn your attention to Boas’ dia-

gram and the description of the iron grille surrounding the Rock.   Given these anomalies we were unable to reach a conclusion as it fit with the glaring evi-

dence to pieces of Crusader work.  Could it be, then, that these elements were in secondary usage?  Boas discusses the existence of property lists drawn up in 

the mid-thirteenth century by the Venetian and Genoese representatives listing house by house, and even, room by room, their possessions in the city.  In 

ideal circumstances we might use this information to find exact matches in the city but without it we cannot be entirely sure of what we have seen.   We en-

courage further research into this matter in order to understand what, if anything, is Crusader, what is Ottoman, what remains in its original condition and 

what is entirely new. 
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Special thanks to those who helped us out: 
 

•Yael Alef 
•Uri Ben-Zioni 
•Baha’i Center staff 
•Father Andre from St. Andreas  
•Father Guerico at Santa Anna school and church 
•Shelley-Anne Peleg 
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Building: 13/192 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” con-
necting metal together 
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Building: 13/339 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails connecting metal 
together 
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(left image) 
Building: 13/363 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” 
and nails connecting metal to-
gether; flower metal work found 

(right image) 
Building: 13/288 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: “metal brace-
lets” and nails connecting metal 
together 
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 Building: 13/278 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: nails connecting metal; flower metal work found 
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 Building: 12/148 
Type: staircase banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” connecting metal together 
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 Building: 11/310 
Type: banister 
Detail Conditions: “metal bracelets” connecting metal together 
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(top images) 
Building: 13/184 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails con-
necting metal together 

(right images) 
Building: 13/389 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails con-
necting metal together. Part of the element was re-
constructed, therefore it remains as a mixture of old 
metal and new metal made in the old-style fashion. 
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 Building: 13/363 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal 
bracelets” and nails connect-
ing metal together; flower 
metal work found 

Building: 13/186 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” connecting 
metal together 
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 Building: 13/194 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” connecting 
metal together; flower metal work found 

Building: 13/198 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” connect-
ing metal together 
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Building:10/48 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” connecting metal together; flower metal work found 
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Building: 11/312 
Type: Banister 
Detail Conditions: 
evidence of “metal 
bracelets.”  Closer 
inspection maybe 
needed due to its high 
location 
  

 Building: 11/297 
Type: Banister 
Detail Conditions: 
evidence of “metal 
bracelets.”  Closer 
inspection maybe 
needed due to its high 
location 
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Building: 11/300 
Type: Banister 
Detail Conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails connect-
ing metal work together 
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 Building: 13/196 
Type: banister 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails connect-
ing metal work together; welding to a metal pole indi-
cates it was reused. 
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Building: 12/105 
Type: door 
Detail: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; traditional lock 
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Building: 12/105 
Type: \window 
Detail: around corner from identical 
window above metal door; not old but in the old 
style. 
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(bottom row images) Building: 12/11 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” and nails holding metal together; welding to a 
window frame indicates either second use or that it is from the transition period 

 (top images) Building: 14/21 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal placed into the stone 
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Building: 13/187 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” hold metal together; slight bulging where the “arrows” poke 
through the metal indicates that an electric drill was not used 
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(left image) 
Building: 12/124 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” hold metal together 

Building: 13/332 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal 
bracelets” hold metal to-
gether 
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 Building: 10/111 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: in the traditional style 
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 Building: 12/38 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal is poked through each other rather than 
welded 

Building: 12/41 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal is placed into the stone 
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Building: 12/45 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: traditional sunbeam may be relocated 
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 Building: 12/60 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal placed into the stone 

Building: 12/153 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal connections bulge indicating no power drill was 
used 
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Building: 12/59 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal connections hold metal together 
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(left image) 
Building: 12/26 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: simple sunbeam, welding is questionable 

(bottom row images) 
Building: 12/26 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal placed into stone 
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Building: 12/35 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: metal bands connect metal together 
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Building: 12/28 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” can be seen but the sign would 
have to be removed for closer inspection 
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Building: 12/129 
Type: sunbeam and vertical bars 
Detail conditions: “metal connectors” used. 
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Building: 13/3 Mosque 
Type: vertical bars 
Detail conditions: upper bars placed into the stone 
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 Building: 13/302 Santa Anna church 
Type: railing 
Detail conditions: nails holding metal together; this is an old railing placed in a new location 

Building: 13/279 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: 
metal placed into 
stone 
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Building: 13/28 
Type: decorative element attached to (new?) door 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” are used to hold metal together; secondary use of the metal 

Building: 13/337 
Type: sunbeam 
Detail conditions: “metal bracelets” are used to hold 
metal together 
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Building: 10/53 
Type: shutter hook 
Detail conditions: 
traditional shutter 
hook 

 Building: 10/102 
Type: shutter hook 
Detail conditions: simpler 
version of a shutter hook 
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 Building: M 10/38 
Type: cantilever support 
Detail conditions: large nails holding metal together; not 
holding up its original load 
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Building: 13/188 
Type: window over door 
Detail conditions: nails used to hold metal together; metal placed into the stone; the thin-
ner horizontal pieces seem to be welded on which indicates that they were a later addi-
tion 
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Building: 12/216 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: large nails; metal bulges where it connects 
indicating that a drill was not used. Plates (left hand side of 
bottom picture) are newly made. 
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 Building: 11/110 
Type: Window 
Detail Conditions: traditional horizontal bars; 
window set into wall 
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(single image below) 
Building:  10/37 
Type: simple window, horizontal bars 
Detail conditions: traditional horizontal bars; 
window set into the wood. Because of the 
newly made windows, the iron in this may be 
new but follows original technology. 
  

(bottom two images) 
Building:  10/37 
Type: simple window, horizontal bars 
Detail conditions: traditional horizontal bars; window set into the wood. Because of the newly 
made windows, the iron in this may be new but follows original technology. 
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Building: across from 13/ 3 
Type: simple window, 
horizontal bars 
Detail Conditions: traditional hori-
zontal bars; window set into wall 
  

Building: 12/121 
Type: Simple Window 
Detail Conditions: traditional horizontal bars; window set into wall 
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Building: 11/A110 
Type: simple window 
Detail Conditions: two different types of windows on one façade 
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 Building: 12/26 
Type: Window 
Detail Conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; window 
set into wall 

Building: 12/66 
Type: Window 
Detail Conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; window 
set into stone wall 
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Building: 11/312 
Type: Window 
Detail Conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window set into stone wall 
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Building: 13/3 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: 

Building: across from 13/3 
Type: simple window, hexagon shaped 
Detail conditions: 
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Building: 12/80 
Type: Simple Window 
Detail Conditions: 
metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; win-
dow set into wall 

Building: 13/36 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging 
indicates no drill was used; win-
dow set into stone wall 
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 Building: 13/34 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; window set into stone 
wall 
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(image below) 
Building: 12/138 
Type: Simple Window 
Detail Conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; 
window set into the stone wall. 

(image above) 
Building: 12/156 
Type: Simple Window 
Detail Conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; window not 
welded to wall 
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Building: Inside the Covered Market (Block 
12) 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window placed into the stone 
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Building: 13/3 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: nails used to connect metal together; window set 
into wall 
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(above images) 
Building: 13/210 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; window set into stone 
wall 

(left images) 
Building: 10/60 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indi-
cates no drill was used; window set into 
stone wall 
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 Building: 12/194 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; window 
set into the wall 

Building: 12/127 
Type: simple window 
 Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; window 
set into the stone wall 
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 Building: 10/142 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window set into wooded frame 
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 Building: 10/142 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window set into wooden frame 
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 Building: 10/142 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; window set into wood 
frame 

Building: 10/142 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window set into wood frame 
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 Building:10/104 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no 
drill was used; window set into stone wall. 
Because of the bending in the metal at the bot-
tom, this element is probably made more re-
cently. 

(Left hand picture 
Building: 12/105 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; window set into wall 

(right hand picture) 
Building: 12/29 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates 
no drill was used; window set into wall 
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(bottom row pictures) 
Building:10/138 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used; 
window set into stone wall 

 Building: 12/124 
Type: simple window 
 Detail conditions: metal bulging indicates no drill was used 
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Building: Santa Anna School 
and Church 
Type: simple window with 
bottom decoration 
Detail conditions: placed up- 
side down from original 
orientation to conserve space; 
metal bulging indicates no drill 
was used; iron bracelets and nails 
are used to hold metal together 
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Building: 12/43 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: nails used to hold 
metal together; metal rotated 90 de-
grees, which indicates reuse; proba-
bly previously a banister 

 Building: 12/41 
Type: simple window 
Detail conditions: metal bulging indi-
cates no drill was used; welding indi-
cates new use 
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 Building: 13/279 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: nails used to hold metal together 
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Building: 13/131 
Type: decorative window 
Detail conditions: metal bracelets and nails used to hold metal together 
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 Building: 13/278 
Type: decorated win-
dow 
Detail conditions: nails 
holding metal together 
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Building: 12/137 
Type: decorative window 
Detail conditions: metal bracelets holding metal 
together 

 Building: 10/49 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: nails hold-
ing metal together 
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 Building: 13/363 
Type: window 
Detail conditions: nails holding metal together; window set into wooden frame 
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 Building: 13/135 
Type: decorated window 
Detail conditions: metal bracelets 
hold metal together 

Building: 13/194 
Type: decorated window, 
arched 
Detail conditions: metal bracelets 
hold metal together 
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(top images) 
Building: 13/3 mosque 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 

(bottom images) 
Building: 13/3 mosque 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 
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Building: 13/3 mosque 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 
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 Building: 13/74 
Type: shutter 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 

Building: 13/13 
Type: shutter 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; 
large nails. 
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Building: 11/330 
Type: door 
Detail Condition: Flat Strap hinges; large 
nails. 
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 Building: 11/328 
Type: door 
Detail Condition: Flat 
Strap hinges and pint-
les; large nails. 
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Building: 11/328 
Type: door 
Detail Condition: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 
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Building: Land Gate (District 13) 
Type: door 
Detail Condition: large nails; old hook stuck into the wall; not welded 
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Building: 12/36 
Type: decorative door 
Detail conditions: “metal 
bracelets” connecting metal 
together 

Building: 10/126 
Type: decorative door 
Detail conditions: “metal 
bracelets” connecting metal 
together 
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Building: 13/832 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap 
hinges and pintles; large nails. 

 Building: 13/302 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: heart style strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 
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Building: 10/53 
Type: shutter 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap 
hinges and pintles; large nails; 
traditional shutter hooks 

Building: 10/53 
Type: shutter 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles; large nails. 
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 Building: 12/124 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pint-
les; large nails; traditional lock; traditional 
door holder 
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(top row of images)  
Building: 13/104 
Type: shutter 
Detail conditions: heart shaped strap hinges and 
pintles; large nails. 

(images to left)  
Building: 13/34 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap hinges and pintles. 
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Building: 14/21 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: Flat Strap 
hinges and pintles; large nails. 

Building: Santa Anna 
School 
and Church 
Type: door 
Detail: Flat Strap hinges and 
pintles; large nails. 
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Building: St. Francis Chapel inside Santa Anna School and Church 
Type: door 
Detail: Franciscan style; made in Germany around 1927; flat strap hinges; large nails. 
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 Building: Santa Anna School and Church 
Type: door 
Detail: Most likely made in Germany; door handle type 
similar to those used in South Italy; “metal bracelets” holding metal together; large nails 
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Building: 13/238 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: because iron was more 
expensive, entirely metal doors are unlikely 
from the Ottoman period. These doors 
were most likely created more recently. 
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Building: Santa Anna School and 
Church 
Type: door 
Detail: Flat Strap hinges and pintles. 
Because iron was more expen-
sive, entirely metal doors are 
unlikely from the Ottoman pe-
riod. These doors were most 
likely created more recently. 

Building: 10/55 
Type: door 
Detail conditions: sliding lock. Because iron was 
more expensive, entirely metal doors are 
unlikely from the Ottoman period. These doors 
were most likely created more recently. 
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Building: 13/ between 
buildings 238 and 8 
Type: gates 
Detail Condition: “metal 
bracelets” and nails con-
necting metal together; 
welding to metal pole indi-
cates second usage. Evident 
from the upper right image, 
this element is not an origi-
nal. However, details, espe-
cially seen in the lower left-
hand image, are created in 
the old fashion. This could 
even be a mix-piece made 
of both old and new ele-
ments. 
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Location of all metalwork in Akko: map 
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